
11:18 are four artists from London, Northern Ireland, Thailand and Iceland. We specialise in
making audio and installation based performances for real train journeys. We explore ways 
in which landscapes acquire performative qualities and how journeys can affect how we, as
citizens, relate to our environment. Audience members are given a set of wireless 
headphones; board a regular, scheduled train and then watch and listen.

The train window acts as a natural frame for the action. By designing audio stimuli,
installations/performances on platforms and elsewhere, we aim to trigger a collective and
personal response and heighten an audience’s awareness of the particular questions that
the journey raises. 11:18 aims to create work that pushes the definition of site-specific
performance, while being accessible, engaging and thrilling for its audiences.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
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Company Members

Simone Waller

Simone completed an MA in Performance making at Goldsmiths College, University of 
London in 2011, and is a founder member of 11:18. She originally trained at
The London School of Contemporary Dance, and worked as a professional dancer 
and actor in West End Theatre and Television for many years. Most recently she has
choreographed and devised a number of community and Youth Theatre Projects,
and has lectured for E15 and Guildford School of Speech and Drama, among others. 
She is interested in creating theatre that actively engages audiences and takes 
place in site-responsive environments. She is also passionate about working within 
and for local communities and seeks to develop work that inspires creativity and 
raises questions about the space and society in which we live. She is a qualified 
Lecturer and Teacher who dislikes labels and who describes herself as a 
multi-disciplinary practitioner.

Charlotte Hodkinson

Charlotte graduated from an MA in Performance Making at Goldsmiths College in 
2011. Prior to that she was a co-director, devisor and producer for Buffalo Cut theatre, 
as well as a freelance educator, assistant producer and performer. With Buffalo Cut
she won funding to take The News From Nowhere to Nowhere Festival in Spain. 
She has worked at Battersea Arts Centre and with Dancing Brick Theatre, 
Subject to_change and The Molino Group. Charlotte has also performed at the Lyric
Theatre, Belfast and at the ADC in Cambridge and has directed new writing at
the Braid Arts Centre in Ballymena, her hometown. She studied language and
literature as an undergrad and spent a year studying dance and film at the Instituto 
superior de arte in Havana, Cuba. She currently also works for goypi.org (Youth and 
Philanthropy Initiative) as Northern Ireland Schools Coordinator and for
Nottingham Playhouse as the Fundraising and Development Officer.

Vala Omarsdottir

Vala is from Iceland but trained as a performer in N.Y.C. for 3 years before
moving to London where she completed her degrees at Central School of 
Speech and Drama (M.A. in Advanced Theatre Practice) and at Goldsmiths (M.A in
Performance Making). Alongside being one of the founders of 11:18, she is
a co-artistic director at Vinnslan, an Icelandic platform for artists. Vala is also an
associate artist at Bottlefed and Tangled Feet, award-winning companies based in 
London, for whom she works on a  regular basis as an actor and a performance maker. 
Vala is based in London and Reyjavik.

Bii Orprasert

Bii is an artist with a background in music, dance and theatre. She gained a BA in 
Performance Communication from Thailand, before working professionally as a 
choreographer, dancer, performer and designer. She holds an MA in Performance
Making from Goldsmiths College, University of London. Here, she was charmed by
the possibilities of site-specific performance and struck by the vast cultural
differences and the constantly shifting nature of society in the city. This has inspired 
in her a passion to make socially engaged work. She has been involved in a 
number of performances with multicultural and international artists in London.
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PROJECT HISTORY

The farmer & The fisherman

Derry~Londonderry City of Culture 2013, N.Ireland
3rd - 9th June, 2013

‘In this world you are either a farmer or a fisherman. But how do you know which one you are?’  

The farmer & The fisherman takes place while the audience is travelling on a train from Coleraine to Derry 
in Northern Ireland, a route once described by Michael Palin as one of the world’s great train journeys. 
Taking the archetypes of the farmer and fisherman as a starting point, the piece invites the audience/
passenger to explore how the land and the sea has shaped this region, its people and their choice of 
whether to stay or see what is beyond this island.   

In Spring/Summer 2013, 11:18 spent 2 months on the Irish North coast researching, gathering and sharing 
material about the area with different communities along the train route. We have also worked creatively 
with local people who live or work close to the railway line. Some of them provided voices; some offered 
up their land to place installations on and some even appeared as live performers along the route.
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Listen here

http://www.eleven-eighteen.com/media/ff-gallery/audio/


Credits:

Devised and written by:
Charlotte Hodkinson, Vala Omarsdottir, Camila Ymay Gonzalez Ortiz and Simone Waller 

Original composition, sound design, recording by: Ben McAuley 
Additional composition and vocals by: Arborist 
Song Lyrics taken from the poem Things Breaking by Pablo Neruda  

Performers:

Paul Kennedy as The Voice
Niall Cusack as Seamus Heaney
Alexei Vergara Aravena as Pablo Neruda
Lisa Hogg as The Girl
Dermott Hickson as The Prisoner
Fiona Hodkinson as The Nun
Stephen Hodkinson as The Priest
Sarah Lyle as Farmer & Fisherman Game Female
Richard Clements as Farmer & Fisherman Game Male

With: Thomas Addis, Connor Allen, Gemma Campbell, Sara Ellis, Barry Etherson, Demi Friel, Charlotte 
Hodkinson, Helen Maguire, Ben and Frances McStravick, Aimee Millar, Jackie Millar, Steven Millar, Vala
Omarsdottir, Bii Orprasert, Kate Porter, Harry Stinson, Margaret Stinson, Simone Waller   

Set-Making: JP Conaghan and Natalie Murphy 
Graphic Design: Bii Orprasert 

With special thanks to: Eddie Butcher; Alasdair Gardner; Garth Hegarty; Fidelma and Oliver Hodkinson; 
Fiona and Stephen Hodkinson; Gary Johnston; Robert Lynch; Alec McLaughlin; Jackie and Heather Millar;
Margaret and George Stinson; James Wray; City of Culture 2013; Crusoes Café Castlerock; Derry Playhouse; 
Foyle Port; Iniscomm; Translink; Start Together Studios; Culmore Primary School; Newbuildings Primary 
School and St. Oliver Plunkett Primary School 

Special thanks also to our fantastic volunteers  

Supported by Foyle Port and Translink as part of Derry~Londonderry City of Culture 2013 Celebrations. 
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Portal

SPILL Festival, Ipswich
1st - 2nd November, 2012

An audio-visual guided tour for a train journey from Ipswich to Felixstowe; a railway journey rich in history 
which passes through diverse landscape and diverse communities. Perhaps this small corner of the UK 
plays a vital role in your life? Come with us and make yourself comfortable, as we take you on a journey 
that explores past and future; local and global; land and sea.

Credits:
Devised and written by: 11:18
Original composition, sound design and recording by: Jonny Pilcher
Performers: Christian Das, Alan Dix, Tony Gomez, Charlotte Hodkinson, Stefan Jakabovic, Jess Latham, 
Alan Low, Michaela Grimes, Gemma Mays, Spike Mclarrity, Seani Moore, Bii Orprasert, Steve Remblance, 
Anna Rowe, Laurence Scott, David Sibley, Claire Simpson, Simone Waller

With special thanks to:
University Campus Suffolk and Atrium Studios, especially Carol Gant, Melanie Reid and Noyale Colin;
the Romanus family; Pacitti Company; Kate Gladwell at Ipswich Council; the staff at Ipswich Train station; 
the staff at the Port of Felixstowe, especially John Kornjaca; the staff at Felixstowe Seafearers Centre,
especially Pete, Len and Rick; St Elizabeth Hospice Felixstowe; Bryan Frost and Rosemary Gitsham;
Sue Clements and Ipswich Council for Voluntary Services.

Supported by Arts Council England and National Lottery, Greater Anglia as part of SPILL Festival of
Performance 2012.
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Listen here

http://www.eleven-eighteen.com/media/portal-gallery/audio/


Mean Between Times

Greenwich + Docklands International Festival, London
22nd - 30th June, 2012

 “Will think about this piece every time I make this journey” - Audience member  

“A very lovely, meditative performance by 11:18”  - Mark Ball, LIFT

Mean Between Times offers the train window as a new perspective on London and those who navigate 
through it everyday. It takes you to the edges of the city and beyond and asks you to look and to listen.
We use sound, installation and the surrounding landscape to tell some of the stories that exist in the 
space between Central London and the Meridian Line at Greenwich. A commission from Greenwich +
Docklands International Festival, Mean Between Times took place on the train from Charing Cross to 
Greenwich via London Bridge. We were delighted to collaborate with writer/dramaturg Bryony Lavery and 
composer Jonny Pilcher for this project, as well as all the local residents and businesses who helped us 
make it happen.

Credit:
Devised, written and produced by: 
Charlotte Hodkinson, Vala Omarsdottir, Bii Orprasert, Camila Ymay Gonzalez Ortiz, Simone Waller 
With additional writing and dramaturgy by: Bryony Lavery 
Original composition, sound design and recording by: Jonny Pilcher 

Performers: John Clayton, Alasdair Gardner, Charlotte Hodkinson, Vala Omarsdottir, Camila Ymay Gonzalez 
Ortiz, Jonny Pilcher, Ronnie and David Pilcher, Alwyn Thomas, Simone Waller    

With special thanks to: Jonathan Polkest; Dannie Price; Peter Avery at 3rd Thought Theatre Company; 
Southeastern Railway; Network Rail; The Jerwood Space; R K Burt and Company; James Longford; WTG;
Millwall Football Club; LQ Group; Ming-Chan; Zoe Hamilton-Peters; The Deptford Project Cafe;
Don Riley and Carlos at Lumiere Photography Studios.   

Supported by Arts Council England and National Lottery, and IdeasTap. 
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Listen here

http://www.eleven-eighteen.com/media/mean-between-times/audio/


This Now or Never Land

London
30th June - 2nd July, 2011

This Now or Never Land is an audio and installation based performance that takes place on the train
journey between Queens Road Peckham Station and London Victoria. We encourage the audience to take 
in the city through new eyes and ears. This particular route gives panoramic views of the city’s skyline,
 but also offers the observer close-ups of the geographic fabric of South London. We take inspiration from 
the story of Peter Pan and the fantastical world of Neverland and mix it with the everyday. We use visual and 
sound images to reflect on the ideas of time, memory, journey and how London is full of Lost Boys from all 
over the world.
 
Do you know how to get to Neverland? Have you got your ticket?

Credit:
Creative team: Charlotte Hodkinson, Vala Omarsdottir, Bii Orprasert, Camila Ymay Gonzalez Ortiz, Kalliroi 
Velentza, Simone Waller
Composer: Jon Andrews

Performers: Peter Avery, Hera Birgisdottir, Richard Carter, Donald Elliot, Katherine Leedale, Isabel Metcalfe, 
Students of Kingston College

 
With special thanks to the staff of Southern Railway
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Watch here

http://www.eleven-eighteen.com/media/tnonl-gallery/video/


COLLABORATION
& 

PARTICIPATION

As a company we are committed to working in collaboration with each other and external artists. 
Each show involves working closely with a composer and sound engineer, and sometimes
dramaturge/writer. 

In addition we would not be able to create our work without the support and help of local people. 
In the early stages of the research, and again later in the production process we aim to involve the 
community along the route in actively bringing the work to life. In the past people have not only 
shared their stories with us, but have given us permission to place installations in their windows and 
gardens; businesses have supported us by providing space along the route for performances and 
local residents have taken part in the performances themselves. Therefore these people own the 
project too. It is as much theirs as it is ours.
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As a next step in developing this aspect of our work, we aim to dedicate a web page to our 
participants, a place where people can interact, exchange their stories and create on-going links 
with others who have been involved in the work. Photographs, film footage and a blog will focus 
on these interactions and relationships, how they began, how they developed over the course of 
the project, and how they develop long after the project is completed. In hyperlinking from our 
website to the businesses and interests of the people we have worked we hope to make enduring 
face to face and digital connections between these local people that may not have existed before.

It is our intention that this aspect of our work will grow and strengthen with each piece in the
future, with a long-term vision of finding new ways and new people to help us develop it. It will 
play an integral part in the development of 11:18 as a company and as individual artists, skilled in 
this unique new way of working.
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SUPPORTING STATEMENTS
FOR 11:18

Sarah Evans, CSR and Partnership Manager, Southern Railways

Southern Railway worked with 11:18 to assist in staging its performance of This Now or Never Land in 
June and July 2011. The group were a pleasure to work with. Their approach was professional and 
practical; they were respectful of the constraints of working safely on railway property at all stages 
of the production and had the full confidence of myself and the station manager. Southern was
delighted to be able to support a local arts performance group, particularly in the South London 
region of our network, where we are keen to continue building community partnerships.

Chris Robertson, Station Manager, Southern Railways

As a Station Manager for Southern Railway it always gives me great pleasure when I can help or assist 
with creative vibrant people who can see beyond the everyday life of a rail station. Charlotte and her 
colleagues did just that. They were a pleasure and delight to work with and the team at Peckham Rye 
also commended them on their professionalism and enjoyed the end result immensely.

Bryony Lavery, Writer and Dramaturg

I worked as dramaturg to this new and exciting 
group on their hugely successful and interesting 
second piece Mean Between Times.  I was largely 
superfluous to requirements, as 11:18 are a group 
of four multi-talented theatre-makers who have a 
strong work ethic, a large bag of ideas, an ability to 
stage thought-provoking installations in the most 
difficult of urban environments and a talent for 
recording amazing aural experiences which they 
use to tell their intricate train stories.  They have 
four unique brains, which they pool to produce a
coherent artistic vision.-

I am very excited to see how they develop their 
unique company.
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James Ani, Duty Station Manager, Southeastern Railways

It was our pleasure at Charing Cross Station to welcome 
and accommodate a request by Charlotte Hodkinson 
and Camila Gonzalez to use our station as a base for their 
project. The project they proposed was very fascinating 
and we were delighted to offer the services of our own staff 
to contribute towards the successful experience of their 
intended audience. 

Charlotte, Camila and their “chicken” friend were a delight 
to host and they planned their train trips in such a manner 
that it caused minimal intrusion to our normal train service. 
The project which ran from the 22nd – 30th of June was 
a success by all accounts and I will be happy to welcome 
them back any time they wish. 

I hope they go on to put on many more shows and wish 
them all the best in all their future 

Lucy Glover, Development Assistant, Ideastap

11:18 was awarded £500 by IdeasTap through the Top Up Fund. They were one of 20 winners from a 
total of 134 submissions. Eight IdeasTap members led the Top Up Fund, who decided the premise of 
the brief and selected the final 20. IdeasTap funded 11:18’s Greenwich and Docklands International 
Festival (G+DIF) commissioned project, to create an original piece of performance on the train journey 
from London’s Charing Cross, to Greenwich. The Top Up Fund is an award of £500 for any creative 
discipline, to provide a cash lifeline to make an existing project become bigger and better.  
The judging panel was impressed by how their project met the criteria, incorporated multiple 
disciplines and artist collaboration. 11:18’s application was clear and concise, they specified what they 
would spend our Fund on which was essential in making the decision to award the fund.  IdeasTap and 
the panel are excited to see the outcome of this project and whole-heartedly support their mission. 
IdeasTap Funds aim to provide a platform for emerging creatives to realise their vision and develop 
professionally. We believe this project and 11:18 are exemplary of a company IdeasTap aim to support.

Graeme Miller, Artist and Academic Tutor

11.18 ‘s debut work, tailor-made for the Victorian railway that inscribes a slow semi-circle through
the inner suburbs of South London demonstrated the group’s ability to engage an audience with
the lightest of touch. A skin of unobtrusive audio delivered secretly on headphones and strategic 
sites of installation and action created a particular mix of hypnotic detachment and surprise. They
managed to take the details of the ordinary and make it mythical – often with the simplest of means and 
it was this quality of transparency and subtlety that made the landscape the main player of the work,
relishing the uncertainly of what was part of the work and what accidental. It showed a winning
approach to work in real landscapes and real situations that can only develop with the group’s desire 
to extend this vision.
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I wanted to find the time to write and thank you and the company 
from the bottom of GDIF hearts for your performances. Our
audiences loved the work and we have had so many positive
comments from the feedback cards and seen some great photos 
and footage. It was such a pleasure to have you at the festival and
I hope you enjoyed it. 

”Inspiring, Valuable”
Audience member 2012

You are indeed both of these things, thank you.

Best wishes from all the team.
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Rachel Holdsworth, The Londonist, Review of Mean Between Times

If you travel on the train between Charing Cross and Greenwich 
you might have spent a couple of days puzzling over the brightly
coloured signs that have appeared within view of the tracks. Is it a
lo-fi marketing campaign for a new Ricky Martin single? Or what 
about that early Halloween installation at Deptford? And at Waterloo 
East… no, we’re not going to spoiler you for what’s at Waterloo East.

It’s actually all set dressing for Mean Between Times, an audio
performance from theatre company 11:18 as part of the Greenwich 
and Docklands International Festival. Setting off from Charing Cross 
station* you’re handed a pair of headphones and led onto a train 
– not a special train, or a set-aside carriage, but the normal train
peddling the commuter route. You hear the stories of various
Londoners, and make sure you’re looking out the windows to spot 
the various, carefully laid on, supporting visual cues.

There’s something wistful about gazing through a train window
anyway, and the stories you hear have a slight melancholy that plays 
up to the feeling. But there are also moments that are funny, playful 
and sweet (literally), making the whole experience truly delightful. 
If you’re a SE Londoner it’s fascinating to have another take on a
well-known route, but even if it’s not your manor there’s still a thrill to 
be had from experiencing the work surrounded by other people just
having their normal day.

The whole thing is free, including your train ticket to Greenwich (but not back). Since you’re there, why not 
catch another GDIF performance?

*Except tomorrow, when the trains will leave from Cannon Street. Southeastern only mentioned on
Thursday that there was engineering work, so 11:18 had no time to prepare an alternate version. You’ll get 
a part-performance but, hey, it’s free right?

Mean Between Times leaves from the information desk at Charing Cross station 11am, 1.30pm, 4pm today, 
Cannon Street 11am (BSL), 1.30pm, 4pm Sunday 24 June, and Charing Cross 3pm and 7pm 25-30 June. It’s 
all free. There is a change at London Bridge which involves stairs.

Source: http://londonist.com/2012/06/review-mean-between-times-greenwich-and-docklandsinternational-festival.php

Nathan Curry, Associate Director, Greenwich+Docklands International Festival
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